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	The Art of Agent-Oriented Modeling (Intelligent Robotics and Autonomous Agents), 9780262013116 (0262013118), MIT Press, 2009
Today, when computing is pervasive and deployed over a range of devices by a multiplicity of users, we need to develop computer software to interact with both the ever-increasing complexity of the technical world and the growing fluidity of social organizations. The Art of Agent-Oriented Modeling presents a new conceptual model for developing software systems that are open, intelligent, and adaptive. It describes an approach for modeling complex systems that consist of people, devices, and software agents in a changing environment (sometimes known as distributed sociotechnical systems). The authors take an agent-oriented view, as opposed to the more common object-oriented approach. Thinking in terms of agents (which they define as the human and man-made components of a system), they argue, can change the way people think of software and the tasks it can perform.
  
  The book offers an integrated and coherent set of concepts and models, presenting the models at three levels of abstraction corresponding to a motivation layer (where the purpose, goals, and requirements of the system are described), a design layer, and an implementation layer. It compares platforms by implementing the same models in four different languages; compares methodologies by using a common example; includes extensive case studies; and offers exercises suitable for either class use or independent study.
  
  Intelligent Robotics and Autonomous Agents series
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Nagios Core Administration CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Develop an integrated monitoring solution for virtually any kind of network


	Overview

	
		Monitor almost anything in a network.
	
		Control notifications in your network by configuring Nagios Core.
	
		Get a handle on best practices and time-saving configuration methods for a leaner...



		

Practical Programming in Tcl and Tk (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 1999
 The Tcl/Tk best-seller, now completely updated for Tcl 8.2 and the Tcl Web Server!  

 Tcl/Tk 8.2 is the first scripting language that can handle enterprise-wide integration tasks that encompass Windows, Solaris, Macintosh, and other key platforms. Now, in this fully updated Third Edition, Tcl/Tk development team member and best-selling...


		

Access to Financial Services in BrazilWorld Bank Publications, 2004
There has been a growing awareness worldwide that financial exclusion reduces the potential welfare of individuals and the productivity of enterprises in an economy. This study focuses on the delivery of financial services to one of the world’s most important emerging financial markets, Brazil.
Despite concerns regarding diminishing bank...





	

Methods for analysis of Golgi complex function, Volume 118: Methods in Cell BiologyAcademic Press, 2013

	This new volume of Methods in Cell Biology looks at methods for analyzing of golgi complex function. Chapters cover such topics as in vitro reconstitution systems, fluorescence-based analysis of trafficking in mammalian cells and high content screening. With cutting-edge material, this comprehensive collection is intended to guide...


		

Genetic Programming Theory and Practice VI (Genetic and Evolutionary Computation)Springer, 2008
Genetic Programming Theory and Practice VI was developed from the sixth workshop at the University of Michigan’s Center for the Study of Complex Systems to facilitate the exchange of ideas and information related to the rapidly advancing field of Genetic Programming (GP). Contributions from the foremost international...

		

OpenCL Parallel Programming Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	OpenCL (Open Computing Language) is the first royalty-free standard for cross platform, parallel programming of modern processors found in personal computers, servers, mobiles, and embedded devices. OpenCL greatly improves speed and responsiveness for a wide spectrum of applications in numerous market categories, from gaming and entertainment...
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